
Timber vaulting box
07500A0XXX

Details
Traditional timber 5-section vaulting boxes manufactured in the UK by Continental to British Standards

This traditional timber box is made from lacquered yellow pine with interlocking numbered sections and a
padded suedette top.

An optional retractable integral transporter system with drop down wheels is available and is strongly
recommended. It is more cost-effective to have the transporter fitted at the time of manufacture rather than at
a later date.

Available in two sizes:

Type 'A' - 1.4m long x 1.0m high (4'6" long x 3'4" high)
Type 'B' - 1.4m long x 1.3m high (4'6" long x 4'5" high)

The image above of two vaulting boxes side by side shows a comparison of the two sizes.

PLEASE NOTE: Most customers who choose not to have the transporter gear fitted when they buy the box
(especially the 'B' size box) ask to have it retro-fitted at a later date to make it easier to use the box. Without
the transporter gear, the box must be carried manually which may be a health and safety issue. The price for
retro-fitting the transporter gear is significantly in excess of the price to have it fitted when new. To retro-fit
the transporter we require your box to be returned to our factory which results in additional costs.

As we manufacture these vaulting boxes in-house we can make special colours or branded vaulting boxes as
shown in the images above which we manufactured for the Beth Tweddle Gymnastics training facility. Please
contact us for details and pricing.
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SKU Options Available Colours
07500A01AT 'A' - 1.4m x 1.0m high N/A
07500A01AA 'A' - 1.4m x 1.0m high N/A
07500A02AT 'B' - 1.4m x 1.3m high N/A
07500A02AA 'B' - 1.4m x 1.3m high N/A
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